SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS OF FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION AHARON ATZMON
ABSTRACT. It is proved that every bounded measurable function on (-ce, co) which for some constant a > 0 is of bounded variation on (-°°, -a) and on (a, oc), admits spectral synthesis in the weak-star topology of L (-00,00).
Introduction. Let R denote the real line and let cp e L°°(R).
For every real number A, the 77-translate of cp is the function cp, defined by (pAx) = cpix -h), x e R. We recall that the weak-star spectrum of cp, denoted by 
functions in L°°(R) whose spectrum has a countable boundary.
In this paper we prove the possibility of spectral synthesis for some other classes which are described in the following theorems: Theorem 1. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (-00, 00) which for some constant a > 0 is of bounded variation on (-°o, -a) and on ia, <*>).
Then cp admits spectral synthesis.
Corollary. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (-00, 00) and -a > 0 a constant. Assume that cp is monotonie on (-00, -a) and on ia, 00).
Then cp admits spectral synthesis. (2) lim \d>(L + u) -cbiL)\ = 0 for a.e. u £ R.
L -+ 00
Corollary. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (-00, 00) which satisfies condition (1) . Assume that lim cp(x) and lim _ cp(x) exist.
Proofs of theorems. We show first that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. \d e-iXxcpix)dx =^j-\tpid)e-iXd -cpic)e-iXc -f* e~iXx dcbix)\.
Therefore, denoting by H^H^ the L°° norm of cp and by V(I) the variation of cp over an interval /, we have:
VC-oo, -a) + Via, 00)), and since |f" cpix)e~' x dx\ < 2a\\cp\\c<c, cp. satisfies condition (1).
The fact that V(-oo, -a) and Via, 00) are finite implies that cp satisfies condition (2) . Consequently Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1.
For f £ L (R) we denote its Fourier transform by / defined by
and for / £ L (R) and ip £ L°°(R) we denote their convolution by / * yj.
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need two lemmas. S,it)= |L_Í 0di)e-ix*¿«, P,W= f,L *lAu)e-iXu du. Applying the dominated convergence theorem once again, we infer from (9) and (10) To prove (14) assume first that / satisfies, together with (12), /(0) = 0.
It follows from (1) and (2) Consequently (15) holds for every k 4 E UÍ.0} and using Lemma 2 again we conclude that Sp (/ * \p) C E U JO j. To complete the proof, assume that 0 4 Sp cp. Let g be a function in L (R) such that g has compact support disjoint from Sptp, and g(0) = 1.
By the previous part of the proof, (f -f*g)*yj = 0, and by the assumption on the support of g we also have f * g * ip = 0 (see [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 170]); therefore / * yj = 0, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Examples.
We give first an example of a function which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and which does not belong to one of the classes of synthesizable functions described in the introduction.
